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About This Game

Malpractice Makes Perfect.

Didn’t fancy seven years at medical school? Skip straight to the operating table with Surgeon Simulator; an over-the-top
operation sim, stitching together dastardly dark humour with all the seriousness of life-saving surgery.

Taking on the role of Nigel Burke, a would-be surgeon with a penchant for non-conventional tools, perform critical procedures
on patients including The Heavy from TF2, an alien with a truly one-of-a-kind anatomical structure, and the 45th President of

the United States of America - yes, Mr Donald J Trump, himself!
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Known for its diabolically difficult controls (with each finger separately controlled by a different keyboard button), carry out
terrifying transplants in theatre, high-pressure procedures along the corridor, and on-the-move operations in the back of a high-

speed ambulance. Steady hands? Yeah, that ain’t gonna help!
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Updated for 2017, Surgeon Simulator now includes the A&E expansion pack. We’re talking slicker (and often stickier!)
graphics, additional procedures, all-new environments, and a (heart) pumping soundtrack.

But then again, we had you at Trump… right?
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Title: Surgeon Simulator
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Bossa Studios
Publisher:
Bossa Studios
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP

Processor:2.0 GHz

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:Nvidia Geforce 7800 GT or better

DirectX®:9.0

Hard Drive:500 MB HD space

Sound:DirectX9.0 compatible sound card

Additional:Requires keyboard. Touchpad supported, but mouse strongly recommended for best play experience.

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Norwegian,Polish,Russian,Swedish
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This game is weird and was the craze when Markiplier first played it. But it has NOT aged well. But, it's very amusing when
high. 1\/10. While a neat concept and fun to mess around for a few minutes the awkward nature of the controls more so
frustrate me then make it funny. I know most people really enjoy it but I just got bored.
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